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To understand the influence of proton irradiation on lattice‐matched GaInP/GaAs/Ge
triple junction (TJ) solar cells under low intensity, low temperature (LILT) conditions,
we investigated electrical behaviors of top, middle, and bottom component cells
together with TJ cells under these conditions. Proton irradiations with energies of
1 MeV and fluences ranging from 2 × 1010 to 1.6 × 1012 cm−2 were performed at
temperatures ranging from 100 to 300 K. Our study reveals that any of the 3 subcells
can become the current limiting cell in the TJ cell, depending on temperature and
fluence. In particular, remarkable degradation of the bottom cell at low temperature
can make this subcell the current limiting in a TJ cell even for limited fluences. The
results indicate that the defect distribution is non‐uniform for low temperature
irradiation.
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I N T RO D U CT I O N

temperature at which irradiations were performed. However, detailed
analysis of the data acquired at low temperature reveals that several

State‐of‐the‐art solar cells used for space missions are lattice‐matched

phenomena such as defect annealing, junction behavior under stress,

triple junction (TJ) cells, composed of GaInP, GaAs, and Ge‐based

and tunneling have to be taken into account, the phenomena which

subcells monolithically connected in series, because they demonstrate

are not observable in case of room temperature irradiation. This moti-

1,2

Moreover, they exhibit the best radia-

vated us to perform a detailed study of the degradation of TJ cells and

tion resistance compared to other types of cells.3,4 Their behavior

their respective component cells at temperatures ranging from 100 to

under electron and proton irradiations at room temperature has been

300 K. The study presented here is limited to the case of proton irra-

studied extensively.5-11

diation; the case of electron irradiation will be presented in a dedi-

the highest efficiency so far.

cated publication.21

These TJ cells are also now used for interplanetary and deep space
missions, whose typical environment is often referred to as LILT (for
low intensity, low temperature) conditions. However, the understanding of their behavior under particle irradiation at low temperature is
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EXPERIMENTAL

still in infancy. Because of the difficulty to perform irradiation testing
at low temperature followed by in‐situ electrical data acquisition

The realization of low temperature current‐voltage (I‐V) measure-

under solar illumination, this understanding has been deduced from

ments of solar cells irradiated at low temperature requires a cryostat

low temperature measurements performed after room temperature

setup allowing to position the cell perpendicular to the irradiating

12-14

the only studies

beam of the proton accelerator and then to the illumination source.

of low temperature irradiation with in‐situ measurements have been

The vacuum (10−7 mbar) must be the same in the cryostat and the

irradiation.

With the exception of 1 attempt,

15,16

17-20

performed on TJ cells produced by AZUR SPACE.

accelerator because even a thin foil of separation would absorb

Preliminary results17 suggested that the electrical behavior of

incoming protons. Thus, all measurements are also performed in the

these TJ cells at low temperature was independent from the

same vacuum condition as that of the proton irradiation. Our cryostat

1

setup consists of a chamber equipped with a vacuum flange for
mounting to the beam line, a quartz window for the illumination, the
cell support designed for a cell size of 2 × 2 cm2, temperature sensors,
and electrical wiring for performing electrical measurements. Cooling
and temperature stabilization are realized by a liquid nitrogen flow
and an ohmic heater which is incorporated into the support. This support is made of pure copper to allow good thermal conduction at low
temperature. The temperature is monitored with a temperature
controller (from Lakeshore). Temperatures in the range 80 to 400 K
can be achieved. Electrical measurements are conducted using a
(Keithley) sourcemeter.
As the temperature decreases, the temperature difference
between the support and the cell increases. It is necessary, therefore,
to measure directly the temperature of the cell using a calibrated sensor. For this purpose, a CERNOX temperature sensor, soldered on the
surface of a dummy cell, is used to establish the relationship between

FIGURE 2 AM0 solar simulator spectrum monitored with a Ge
detector [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

the temperatures of the support and of the cell. The reported temperatures here are the ones delivered by the CERNOX sensor.

8 μm from the surface of the top cell. The energy of incident proton

The solar simulator delivering the illumination has been originally

was set to 1 MeV, and the threshold energy for displacement (TD)

realized, together with the cryostat, to perform tests on the Si solar

was assumed as 21 eV for the 3 materials. The average energy loss

22-24

It has been continuously

(ELoss) of the protons in junctions of each layer is between 5 and

improved since. It consists of a Xenon (Xe) lamp coupled to a Quartz

7 eV/Angstrom. According to the SRIM coding, protons that have 1‐

Tungsten Halogen lamp through a cold filter which eliminates the low

MeV energy are stopped within the depth of 11.5 μm, sufficiently

energy part of the Xe and the high energy part of the Quartz Tungsten

far from the active region of Ge bottom cell.

cells designed for the Rosetta mission.

Halogen. Calibration of the simulator is performed by adjusting the
intensities of the 2 lamps using corresponding GaInP (top), GaAs (middle), and Ge (bottom) component cells, ie, single‐junction cells having
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RESULTS

the same structure as the TJ cell but with only 1 junction being electrically active, as illustrated in Figure 1. In this study, we adapted the simulator to the Jupiter relevant conditions which are 3.7% AM0. The

3.1
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Irradiation of TJ cells at low temperature.

spectrum of the solar simulator is recorded using a low‐resolution spec-

TJ cells were irradiated by 1‐MeV protons with fluences varying from

trometer (a prism, in order to integrate the Xe peaks) equipped with a

1 × 1011 to 5.4 × 1011 cm−2. Irradiations and measurements were per-

lock‐in amplifier and a Ge detector (see Figure 2).

formed at 123 K. The number of cells irradiated in each condition var-

The aperture of the proton beam is 8 cm2 (covering the whole

ied from 3 to 13. Relative changes of ISC, VOC, and PMAX values after

area of the cell). The proton energy used is 1 MeV with a flux of

irradiation expressed, as remaining factor (RF), are presented in

4 × 109 cm−2 s−1 and fluences ranging from 2 × 1010 cm−2 to

Figure 4. The change of RF (ISC) versus fluence is small below typically

12

cm . A SRIM simulation of the TJ structure of Ga0.51In0.49P

2.7 × 1011 cm−2, whereas it suddenly increases reaching 0.93 at

(0.6 μm)/GaAs (2.6 μm)/Ge (140 μm) has been carried out (see

5.4 × 1011 cm−2. This observation suggests that there could be a crit-

Figure 3) using the SRIM‐2013 software developed by James F.

ical condition corresponding to a modification of the degradation

Ziegler.25 A depth profile of the proton energy loss is plotted up to

mechanism (a change of the subcell which limits the current). As to

1.6 × 10

FIGURE 1

−2

Description of the triple junction and component cells used in this study [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
2

FIGURE 3 SRIM simulation with 1 MeV proton irradiation on the TJ cell used in this study. A, Profile of ion propagation, B, ionization energy loss
versus target depth, and C, ion ranges. Displacement energy (TD) of 21 eV is applied for 3 materials [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 4 Remaining factor of key
parameters for 1‐MeV proton irradiation of TJ
solar cells at 123 K: A, open‐circuit voltage
VOC, short‐circuit current ISC and B, product
ISC × VOC, fill factor FF and maximum power
PMAX [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 5 Fluence dependences of A, ISC and B, VOC of component cells at 100, 123, 200, and 300 K irradiated at 1 MeV with a flux of 4x109
cm−2 s−1. Black square, red circle, and blue triangle indicate top, middle, and bottom component cells, respectively [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
3

RF (VOC), it decreases regularly as a function of fluence, after an initial
step for the lowest fluence used. However, RF (PMAX) decreases more
rapidly than the product ISC × VOC, as it should vary if the fill factor
(FF) was independent of the fluence. At the highest fluence, RF (PMAX)
is approximately 0.77 suggesting that there seems to be another
source of degradation, besides ISC and VOC, affecting the FF.

3.2 | Irradiation of component cells at various
temperatures
The investigation of component cells was performed to determine the
changes of the key parameters associated with each cell as a function
of fluence in the temperature range 100 to 300 K. Here, we focus on
the changes of ISC and VOC.
Accumulative irradiations were carried out on top, middle, and

FIGURE 6 ISC remaining factor of bottom component cells irradiated
at various temperatures with a flux of 4 × 109 cm−2 s−1 (the results are
not corrected for PRE) [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

bottom component cells at 100, 123, 200, and 300 K. Figure 5A
shows the changes of ISC as a function of fluence. The top cell appears
to exhibit a smaller degradation than the middle cell. At room temperature, because BOL ISC values of a top cell are slightly smaller than
that of the middle cell, the top cell is actually the current limiting cell
in the TJ cell. However, the middle cell becomes the current limiting
cell after irradiation with a fluence of approximately 1011 cm−2
because its degradation is stronger than that of the top cell. For lower
temperatures, the cells act differently: when the temperature
decreases, ISC of the top cell decreases while that of the middle cell
apparently increases. As a result, a higher fluence (5 × 1011 cm−2) is
required to make ISC of the middle cell lower than that of the top cell.
The bottom cell has a much higher BOL ISC value compared to other 2
cells, so that, at 200 and 300 K, in the TJ cell, the bottom cell does not
become the current limiting cell even at high fluences. However, at
123 and 100 K, the value of ISC of the bottom cell decreases abruptly:
the large drop of ISC occurs for a very small fluence (2 × 1010 cm−2),
partly at least because of the photon recycling effect, PRE26 (an effect
not present in the TJ cell), as we shall see below. Thus, the bottom cell

FIGURE 7 ISC remaining factor of bottom component cells irradiated
with 1 MeV protons at 100, 123, 150, 200, and 250 K after correction
for PRE. Nonlinear curve fit is applied for each temperature [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

will become current limiting in the TJ cell. As to the VOC degradations
of the 3 component cells, they are presented in Figure 5B.
Because the degradation of the bottom component cell appears
to depend strongly on the irradiation temperature, we performed
additional irradiations of these cells. The results are shown in
Figure 6. Once corrected to remove the contribution of the PRE, they
show that RF (ISC) is strongly temperature dependent (see Figure 7).
The contribution of the PRE is deduced from the difference of ISC of
the bottom cell between a non‐irradiated cell and a cell irradiated with
a fluence of 2 × 1010 cm−2 (known to cancel photon recycling while
introducing a negligible degradation). Figure 8 shows the contribution
of PRE versus temperature, difference of ISC between non‐irradiated
and irradiated bottom cells.
The comparison between the degradations of ISC and VOC of the TJ
cells with that deduced from the degradation of component cells (by
selecting the minimum value of ISC among the component cells and
adding their VOC values) is given in Figure 9. It shows that for VOC reasonable fits are obtained, which implies that the prediction of the VOC
degradation of TJ cells can be reasonably well deduced from that of
the component cells. For the ISC degradation, the fits at low temperature are not satisfying because of the low shunt resistance of the

4

FIGURE 8 BOL (black square) and EOL (red circle) ISC of bottom
component cells versus temperature after 1‐MeV irradiation with a
fluence of 2 × 1011 cm−2 and annealing at 300 K, illustrating the
contribution of the photon recycling effect [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 9 Comparison of the degradations of TJ cells with that deduced from the degradation of component cells: A, ISC and B, VOC at 100, 123,
200, and 300 K: Black circle and red star indicate data obtained from component cells and TJ cells, respectively [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
bottom cell. In those cases, where the bottom cell would be the current

by the defects, a degradation associated with another cell parameter,

limiting cell (according to Figure 3A), the bottom cell in the 3J cell is

which is only observable under illumination. Figure 11 shows the com-

driven in reverse at 0 V. Then, when the I‐V curve has a steep slope

parison between I‐V characteristics under illumination (LIV) and in

(due to the low shunt resistance), the ISC of the triple‐junction cell is

dark (DIV) after irradiation with a fluence of 1.6 × 1012 cm−2. The

higher compared to the single bottom component cell. Mostly, the cur-

DIV curve is shifted by ISC, so that the DIV and LIV curves exhibit

rent limiting cell at 0 V is then even 1 of the other 2 subcells.

the same current at V = 0. Before irradiation, these 2 curves overlap
perfectly. However, after irradiation, the current under illumination

3.3
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starts to increase as a function of voltage while the dark current main-

Isochronal annealing in component cells

tains its original value. This phenomenon results in a significant

Because the component cells exhibit different temperature dependent

decrease of FF after irradiation, as noticed in the Section 3.1.

behaviors, we performed isochronal annealing procedures following

The same experiment has also been carried for all 3 component

irradiation with a fluence of 1.6 × 1012 cm−2 at 100 K. Figure 10A

cells. As shown in Figure 12, only at EOL condition, we observe a dis-

shows the RFs of ISC, VOC, and PMAX of the 3 component cells mea-

crepancy between LIV and shifted DIV curves for the top and middle

sured at 100 K after each annealing step. The annealing was carried

cells. Within measurement accuracy, this effect is not observed for

out at 150, 190, 240, and 300 K during 5 minutes for the top and mid-

the bottom cell. Hence, the decrease of the photo current under illu-

dle cells. For the bottom cell, the annealing temperature was increased

mination as a function of voltage in a TJ cell originates at least from

by 18 K after the previous step. The annealing time was 5 minutes as

the top and (or) middle subcells.

well (see Figure 10B,C). The top and middle cells did not show any significant recovery throughout the temperature range 100 to 300 K.
However, changes of ISC and VOC values of the bottom cell result in

4
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DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

a recovery of RF (PMAX) from 0.25 to 0.41, with 2 stages centered
around 125 and 250 K.

4.1 | Temperature and fluence dependences of the
degradation

3.4 | Electrical characteristics of irradiated cells at
low temperature

As shown in Figure 5A, in BOL condition, the 3 component cells

Besides usual degradations of ISC and VOC, TJ cells exhibit, in addition

top component cell decrease gradually from approximately 2.42 to

to the degradation induced by minority carrier recombination induced

behave differently as a function of temperature. The ISC values of

5

2.05 mA as the temperature goes down from 300 to 100 K. As briefly

FIGURE 10 A, Remaining factors of ISC, VOC, and PMAX of proton irradiated (1 MeV, 1.6 × 1012 cm−2) component cells during isochronal
annealing stages: Black square—Top, red circle—Middle, blue triangle—Bottom cells, respectively. Temperature profiles of isochronal annealing
stages are represented for B, top and middle cells and C, bottom cell [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

However, as we shall now examine, the change of ISC in this cell is
strongly temperature dependent, apparently more than expected
when taking defect annealing into account. Note in particular, that at
300 K, ISC decreases by approximately 1 mA when the fluence
increases from 1 × 1011 to 1.6 × 1012 cm−2. This result is apparently
surprising because it is in contradiction with results of electron irradiation at 300 K: no change of ISC is then observed21 in identical bottom
cells irradiated with 1‐MeV electrons for fluences ranging from
5 × 1014 to 2 × 1015 cm−2. Using SR‐NIEL Calculator,28 the NIEL
values of 1 MeV proton and electron in Ge (assuming that TD is
21 eV) are obtained as 4.9 × 10−2 and 1.1 × 10−5 MeVcm2/g, respectively. Therefore, the calculated displacement damage doses are
approximately 4.9 × 109 to 7.8 × 1010 MeV/g for protons and
5.5 × 109 to 2.2 × 1010 MeV/g for electrons, respectively.

FIGURE 11 BOL (inset) and EOL I‐V characteristics of a TJ cell
irradiated with 1.6 × 1012 cm−2 at 123 K (black line: dark I‐V, red
line: dark I‐V + ISC (EOL), blue line: light I‐V) [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

We therefore performed a systematic study of ISC versus fluence
and temperature to investigate the mechanism of degradation in the
bottom cell. The results are shown in Figure 13 under the form

explained in Section 3.2, the temperature behavior is not gradual: ISC

C = 1 ‐ RF(ISC), a quantity which reflects directly the concentration

of the middle cell decreases from 300 to 200 K and increases again

of defects introduced by the irradiation versus temperature with sev-

from 200 to 100 K; in the bottom cell, this transition occurs around

eral fluences.

150 K. This behavior is due to the existence of the temperature

This figure illustrates that C varies regularly with temperature, a

dependent PRE in these cells (this is the reason why it is different in

behavior not expected, if it is the result of defect annealing29: the

27

amplitude of the annealing stage around 125 K observed in the iso-

single cells ).

chronal annealing procedure (see Figure 10), of the order of 0.1, is

The rates of degradation of the components cells are different

not observed in the figure.

and depend on the temperature. Consider the ISC values: the top cell
12

cm ; the middle cell exhibits

On the other hand, the temperature dependence of the fluence

a significant degradation from the lowest fluence: around 20% at 300

(Figure 14) required to reach a given degradation level and hence, a

and 200 K, increasing to approximately 50%, at 100 K. As to the bot-

given defect concentration, changes over nearly 2 orders of magni-

tom cell, the sharp drop for the lowest fluence at low temperature

tude between 150 and 250 K, while it is not significantly changed

must correspond partially to the cancellation of PRE, which is known

between 100 and 150 K, which is also not compatible with defect

exhibits a small degradation below 10

−2

to disappear after irradiation with the lowest fluence (see Figure 8).

6

introduction.

FIGURE 12 BOL (inset) and EOL I‐V characteristics of top, middle, and bottom component cells irradiated at 123 K with 8 × 1011 cm−2 (black
line: dark I‐V, red line: dark I‐V + ISC (EOL), blue line: light I‐V) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

That electron irradiation at 300 K does not produce any degradation is consistent with results of old studies where no defects were
detected in p‐type Ge,29 material with which the cells are produced
(by As diffusion). This is understood by the mobility of the primary
defects, interstitials, and vacancies (V‐I pairs), which recombine
already at 4 K.29 In the case of proton irradiation, the situation is quite
different: the V‐I pairs are not uniformly distributed but decorate the
proton tracks; they are hence in large, local, concentration and instead
of recombining, they form complexes (such as divacancies) which are
stable. These complexes being charged produce space charge regions
of cylindrical shape along the tracks which repel the photocarriers.
Hence, the degradation in the bottom cell, at least at low temperature, is not the result of minority carrier recombination on defects
but corresponds to the decrease of the effective cell area.
As shown in Figure 15, when the bottom component cell is irradiated with protons, one can see that there is no increase of the saturaFIGURE 13 1 − RF (ISC) versus temperature in bottom component
cells irradiated with various fluences (cm−2) [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

tion current. This indicates that no defects are introduced in the active
area of the cell.
The degradation model is therefore the following: an incoming
proton produces atomic displacements, ie, defects, along its track.
Some of these defects are charged and consequently create a space

FIGURE 14 Logarithm of the fluence versus temperature for
RF(ISC) = 0.8 of bottom component cells. Data points were obtained
from the nonlinear curve fit of Figure 5 at each temperature

7

FIGURE 15 Dark I‐V characteristics of a bottom component cell at
100 K irradiated with various fluences (cm−2) [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

charge region which can be approximated by a cylindrical volume V of

easy. In BOL triple‐junction lattice matched cells, at 300 K and below,

radius r, perpendicular to the surface of the cell. The radius r is a func-

the top subcell is current limiting. Proton irradiation significantly

tion of the charge Q trapped on the defects and of the doping concen-

degrades the ISC of middle and bottom subcells resulting in the change

tration N in the material. Equality between the charge Q and the

of current limiting cell from top to middle or from top to bottom cell,

opposite charge NV developed in the space charge region makes that

depending on the temperature. The diagram of Figure 17 is an attempt

r is a function of Q and N at a given temperature.

to illustrate the expected temperature and proton fluence conditions
indicating the nature of the limiting cell (note that Figure 17 necessi-

The space charge regions decorating the proton tracks repel the

tates considerably more data to be accurate).

minority carriers generated by the illumination and, thus, reduce the
effective active area S of the cell. Under the introduction of φ protons
(per unit surface):

4.2

S ¼ S0 −φS0 πr2

|

Annealing

The results describing the RFs of ISC, VOC, and PMAX following isochro-

where S0 the cell area, so that S can be expressed by

nal steps are given in Figure 10. From the variations of ISC, it can be
concluded that no significant defect annealing occurs in top and mid-

S
¼ 1−φπr 2 :
S0

dle subcells in the range 100 to 300 K. Defects in top cells irradiated
with protons below 300 K have not been previously investigated; only

The photocurrent being proportional to the active area of the cell

preliminary results exist for electron irradiations.30-34 As shown in

degrades at the rate S/S0 such that

Figure 5, at 100 K, decreases of 4% of ISC and few % of VOC occur
S
1−RFðIscÞ ¼ 1− ¼ φπr2 :
S0

after the proton irradiation with a fluence of 1.6 × 1012 cm−2. As to
the middle subcell, the conclusion is consistent with previous studies

The temperature dependence of RF(ISC) should reflect that of r2

on electron induced defects in GaAs35: it has been established that

which can be approximated by the fact that the carriers (of energy

in GaAs electron induced defects created at 4 K remain stable up to

kT) are repelled by the potential of the charge Q (proportional to r

room temperature: no annealing stage should take place between

−1

). Thus, RF(ISC) should (to first order) vary linearly with T−2.

100 and 300 K. As to bottom cells, the annealing stages we observed

Figure 16 illustrates that this is approximately the case when the tem-

could correspond to the defects detected following low temperature

perature is large enough.

electron irradiation.29

Finally, according to this picture, the degradation of VOC is
expected, as observed, to be small because it is not dependent on
the cell area.

4.3 | Electric field dependence of defect
recombination

In conclusion, the experimental data concerning the bottom cell
indicate that the degradation induced by proton irradiation at low

Besides the degradation induced by recombination of carriers gener-

temperature in Ge is governed by space charged regions located

ated by the illumination on the traps associated with the created

around proton tracks, which implies that the resulting distribution of

defects, another type of degradation is observed, associated with

the induced defects is not uniform.

the decrease of the photocurrent with increasing forward bias (see

The bottom cell appears to become the current limiting cell below
123 K for a fluence larger than approximately 10

11

Figures 11 and 12). As demonstrated in Figure 12, this effect occurs

cm . Prediction
−2

of the nature of the current limiting cell versus temperature is not

FIGURE 16 RF(ISC) versus T−2 of bottom component cells irradiated
with various fluences (cm−2) [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

8

FIGURE 17 Fluence‐temperature diagram indicating the regions in
which a sub‐ cell is limiting the TJ cell: circle and cross symbols
indicate transition points of current limiting from top to bottom and
from top to middle subcell, respectively [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

only in the top and middle subcells, in agreement with the fact that no

of a minority carrier on a defect site, which results in carrier recombi-

defects are created in the active region of the bottom cell.

nation and thus governs the collected photocurrent, depends on the

We understand this phenomenon as being related to the effect of

electric field in the junction, ie, on the applied voltage. This phenome-

electric field on the capture rate of free carriers by defects, a conse-

non, which has been treated rigorously,37 can be illustrated schemati-

quence of the increase of the capture rate of carriers on the defects

cally in the following way: free carriers in a depletion region have an

via the Poole‐Frenkel effect.36 In other words, the photo‐generated

energy which depends on temperature and electric field; they are cap-

carrier has an enough kinetic energy to resist the coulombic attraction

tured by a defect when their energy becomes smaller than the attrac-

of a trap (defect site) induced by the irradiation when no external bias

tive defect potential as illustrated in Figure 18C. For a Coulomb

is applied (V = 0 V). On the other hand, in positive biased conditions

potential, the capture cross section varies as V−2 so that the trap

(V > 0 V), the carrier contains less kinetic energy compared to the zero

assisted recombination current Itr increases with V. Similarly, when

bias condition (see Figure 18A,B). Therefore, the capture cross section

the higher bias is applied, the effective width of space charge region

FIGURE 18 Simplified description of the electric field dependence of trap assisted recombination current (Itr)‐band diagram A, without bias, B,
positive bias, and C, a simple diagram of the electric field dependent capture rate of carriers on defects [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 19 Voltage dependence of Itr of top (left) and middle (right) component cells irradiated at 123 and 300 K (inset) for different fluences
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
9

is shortened, which probably makes some of traps being located in the
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flat region and then becoming active for recombination.
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